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Growth of boronic acid based two-dimensional 

covalent networks on a metal surface in 

ultrahigh vacuum 

Sylvain Clair*, Mathieu Abel* and Louis Porte  

The formation of atomically precise covalent networks directly on a surface is a promising 

approach to produce single layers of two-dimensional organic materials (2D polymers). In the 

emerging field of on-surface synthesis, there is an urgent need for finding a rationale to new 

reaction pathways taking place directly on the surface. In this feature article we review and put 

into perspective recent results on the surface polymerisation of boronic acid based systems in 

ultrahigh vacuum conditions studied by scanning tunnelling microscopy. By presenting several 

approaches to control the growth of covalent networks, we aim at providing a comprehensive 

overview of the complex mechanisms involved. 

 

 

Introduction 

The application of the principles of supramolecular chemistry1 

to organic systems on surfaces has led to a rich production of 

various nanostructures. Self-assembly processes driven by non-

covalent intermolecular interactions such as van der Waals 

forces, hydrogen bonding or metal-ligand coordination are 

indeed highly efficient for producing extended networks of any 

desired shape, size, symmetry and functionality after deposition 

of pre-designed molecular precursors on well-defined 

surfaces.2-4 The characterisation of these systems can be 

achieved with molecular precision by scanning probe 

microscopy techniques. More recently, an important effort has 

been made to initiate covalent coupling between adsorbed 

molecules leading to the emergence of the field of on-surface 

synthesis5-7. Several chemical functions have already been 

explored to produce in situ new covalent bonds between the 

precursors, with ultimate goal being the formation of extended 

covalent networks. Such approach is very promising8-12 because 

it can potentially deliver single sheets of organic material (two-

dimensional polymer), similar to highly popular graphene, but 

with tuneable structural motif.13 However, the growth of such 

surface covalent network is highly complex due to the 

confinement in the two-dimensional (2D) environment of the 

surface and to the catalytic activity of the substrate.14-16 To date, 

the reactions accessible are mostly limited locally to a small 

number of precursors producing macromolecules of reduced 

size (up to a few tens of nm). Nevertheless, new chemistries 

that are not possible in solution can emerge with this 

approach17, and there is an urgent need for gaining higher level 

of control and understanding in this field and for finding a 

rationale to the underlying complex mechanisms. 

Covalent Organic Frameworks (COFs) are an emerging class of 

covalent porous crystalline organic material with great potential 

for functional applications.18, 19 In particular, boronic acid based 

COFs, are of special interest due to their ability to form 

lamellar structures.20-24 Boronic acids are widely used building 

blocks in supramolecular self-assembled materials25-28, and they 

can undergo self-condensation reaction to form strongly bonded 

boroxine rings29-32 that confer high robustness to such 

materials. In 2008, we demonstrated that boronic acid self-

condensation can take place on a metal surface to form 

extended covalent networks starting from bi-functional 

benzene-1,4-diboronic acid (BDBA) molecules,33 similar to the 

lamellar structure of COF-121 (see Fig. 1). 

 

 

 
Fig. 1. Self-dehydration reaction of benzene-1,4-diboronic acid 
(BDBA) leads to the formation of boroxine rings and to an 
extended 2D polymer. 
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In this feature article we will review the recent literature on the 

topic of boronic acid based 2D covalent networks on a surface 

and put it into perspective aiming at providing a comprehensive 

overview of the complex mechanisms involved in the delicate 

growth of this new class of materials. The results presented 

here are, if not otherwise specified, obtained by evaporation of 

the molecular precursors from Knudsen-like cell in ultrahigh 

vacuum conditions (UHV) and characterized by room 

temperature scanning tunnelling microscopy (RT-STM). 

Note that due to the high reactivity of boronic acid, vacuum 

deposition of large molecular mass compounds is barely 

feasible because thermal sublimation is competing with prior 

polymerisation in the crucible. The possibilities for studying 

boronic acids in UHV are thus probably restricted to the few 

compounds presented here. 

 

Results and discussion 

BDBA hydrogen-bonded phase 

The OH groups of the boronic acid moities are efficient 

hydrogen bond donors and acceptors34, 35. In the bulk crystal 

structure of BDBA36, primary H-bond association leads to the 

formation of linear chains that associate via secondary H-bonds 

to form 2D sheets with a rectangular unit cell. The intrinsic 

lamellar structure of this compounds is an important issue for 

promoting efficient supramolecular self-assembly on a 

surface37. Pawlak et al. could observe by non-contact atomic 

force microscopy (nc-AFM) at room temperature the formation 

of a hydrogen-bonded phase on KCl(001), a weakly interacting 

substrate (Fig. 2).38 The structure of this phase is very close to 

the lamellar bulk structure with a rectangular unit cell 

(a=5.2±0.2Å, b=10.0±0.2Å) and a compactness of 2 

molecules.nm-2. The rather short intermolecular distance 

between chains (along a) induces a tilt of the benzene core with 

respect to the in plane orientation of the B(OH)2 groups to 

prevent steric hindrance. The tilt amounts ~38° as derived by 

calculations, compared to ~35° found experimentally in bulk 

structure. Nevertheless, the 2D pattern of hydrogen bonds 

involved in this phase provides a significant cohesion energy of 

about 1 eV per molecule, as calculated by DFT38. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Deposition of BDBA on KCl(001), a weakly interacting 

substrate, leads to the formation of a dense hydrogen-bonded 

phase. a) nc-AFM image. b) Corresponding model of the unit 

cell showing the tilted configuration of the benzene ring. 

Adapted with permission from Ref.38. Copyright (2010) 

American Chemical Society. 

 

This phase can similarly form on metal surfaces in specific 

conditions, although it is always metastable (see below). For 

the 3 different surfaces Ag(100), Ag(111) and Au(111) on 

which it has been observed, the unit cell was kept identical 

within experimental error to that found on KCl(001). The 

epitaxy growth mode39, 40 was proposed to be incommensurate 

on Au(111), “point on line” on Ag(111), and commensurate 

with 2 molecules per unit cell on Ag(100)41. Remarkably, on all 

3 surfaces the extended domains appeared perfectly 

homogeneous by STM, illustrating the high intermolecular 

cohesion energy inside the 2D sheet governing the 

supramolecular growth. The molecule-substrate interaction in 

this dense phase can be classified following the epitaxy mode, 

strong on Ag(100), weak on Au(111) and intermediate on 

Ag(111). 

 

From supramolecular to covalent network 

On KCl(001), the dehydration reaction of boronic acid could 

not be observed. Annealing the supramolecular phase led to the 

mere desorption of the molecules. In contrast, the hydrogen-

bonded phase of BDBA formed on a metal surface is 

metastable at room temperature and evolves slowly to a 

polymeric phase. On Ag(100), a full monolayer of 

supramolecular network is converted into a covalent network 

within a timeframe of about 2 days.41, 42 In the self-dehydration 

reaction of boronic acid, the B(OH)2 moities couple threefold to 

form a boroxine ring B3O3 and three water molecules as by-

product. In the reaction path, the Lewis acid character of boron 

allows for the formation of a transition state where an oxygen 

atom from another acid moiety binds to boron that becomes 

tetravalent (TS1, see Fig. 3). This transition state relaxes to 

form a dimer and a water molecule. This mechanism repeats 

three times until the final boroxine trimer product. The global 

reaction is endothermic (formation enthalpy of a few tenths of 

eV per boroxine trimer31, 43-45). In general this reaction is 

reversible as boron in the boroxine ring pertains its Lewis acid 

character and can be attacked by oxygen from a water 

molecule.30 In case of poly-functional precursors, the reaction 

can propagate further to form extended covalent networks. 
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Fig. 3. Boroxine formation reaction mechanism as calculated by 
DFT. The first step is the formation of a hydrogen-bonded 
dimer, which represents the only exothermic step. In each 
transition step, boron becomes tetravalent and relaxes by 
releasing a water molecule. Reprinted with permission from 
Ref. 44, copyright (2009) Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH& Co. 
KGaA, Weinheim. 

 

 

In the practical applications described in this article, the solid-

vacuum interface represents a highly dilute environment and 

the availability in water is strongly reduced. Formed as by-

product, water can form hydrogen bonds to the boroxine ring 

(see Fig. 3) but it is nevertheless easily desorbed and pumped 

away from the surface at room temperature.46 As a 

consequence, the reverse reaction is prohibited and the 

dehydration reaction can be considered as irreversible. 

Introducing a limited partial water pressure in UHV (up to a 

few Langmuir exposition) is ineffective. Additionally, the 

mobility of boroxine oligomers is greatly reduced compared to 

that of the original precursors, which represents a supplemental 

kinetic blockade for the reverse reaction. 

While the solvent based dehydration reaction of BDBA requires 

thermal activation to form 3D COF,21 in the case of adsorbed 

molecules the underlying metal substrate provides a strong 

catalytic effect that enables the reaction to occur readily at 

room temperature. Indeed, the adsorption on the surface 

induces changes in the molecule conformation and/or electronic 

configuration47 that can considerably modify the reaction 

path.14, 16 In particular, the activation energy (of the transition 

state) is greatly reduced and the reaction time is lowered to the 

order of a few seconds or below. Additionally, the continuous 

removal (desorption) of water by-product provides an important 

driving force for the reaction. The upper limit for the reaction 

time on Ag(100) can be evaluated from STM imaging because 

the occurrence of a few reactions is observed locally at the 

border of hydrogen bonded domains between two sequential 

images (whereby the imaging rate is typically 1 every 2-3 

minutes, see Fig. 4). However, this (local) high reaction rate is 

not compatible with the large global reaction time of 48h 

required to convert a full monolayer. In fact, important kinetic 

quenching effects appear due to the confinement of the system 

in the two-dimensional environment of the surface. The stable 

regions of the hydrogen bonded phase are the domain 

boundaries along the high symmetry directions of the unit cell 

(a and b) and the domain boundaries directly neighbouring 

reacted oligomers (see Fig. 4(a)). The reaction rate, calculated 

from the sequential disappearance of the molecules from the 

hydrogen-bonded phase, is highly non-linear and presents large 

variations within the timeframe of STM imaging (Fig. 4(g)). 

 

 
Fig. 4. Sequential STM images (28×28 nm2) showing the 

advancement of the polymerisation reaction of BDBA on 

Ag(100) from the hydrogen bonded phase (a – f). Stable 

domain boundaries are those along b (long intermolecular 

distance) or a (short intermolecular distance), or those in direct 

contact with oligomers. These images were obtained with 

similar experimental protocol as described in Ref.42. 

g) Evolution of the reaction rate calculated from the 

disappearance of the molecules in the H-bonded phase. 
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An important parameter producing kinetic quenching is the 

relative 2D-density of the two phases: the H-bonded 

supramolecular phase has a packing density of 2 molecules nm-

2, whereas the ideal honeycomb network of the boroxine 

polymer has a density of 1.5 molecule (monomer).nm-2. As a 

consequence, the system first needs to create free space on the 

surface to allow for the reaction product to exist. This is 

illustrated by the fact that the reaction can only occur at domain 

boundaries. An additional effect comes from the necessity for 

the reactants to come into close contact with the correct 

conformations to be able to follow the reaction path. There may 

be thus an additional activation step required to release the high 

cohesion within the supramolecular phase before the reaction 

can initiate. In particular, along the reaction pathway inter-row 

H-bonds are broken and the 38° tilt of the benzene ring goes 

back to 0°. 

The kinetic quenching of the polymerisation reaction can be 

artificially overcome by two different approaches.42 In fact, it is 

sufficient to remove a fraction of the molecules on the surface 

(inside the H-bonded domains) to immediately release the 

reaction. This can be done by low-energy electron 

bombardment, whereby a brief exposure to an e-beam (15 eV, 

20s) can completely convert a full monolayer of H-bonded 

supramolecular phase into a polymer layer. Alternately, the tip 

of the STM can be used as a nanoscale tool to locally promote 

the polymerisation reaction. This was done by reducing the tip-

distance sufficiently and scanning over the H-bonded phase, 

which resulted in the desorption of part of the molecules over a 

nanometer scale area. Thanks to the newly made available 

space, the polymerisation reaction occurred immediately in 

such region (Fig. 5). 

 

 

Fig. 5. Local initiation of BDBA polymerisation reaction by 

manipulation with the STM tip. Inside a hydrogen-bonded 

domain (indicated by the arrow in (a)) the tip-surface distance 

was reduced to remove some of the molecules. This resulted in 

immediate reaction in the modified area (b). Adapted from 

Ref. 42. 

 

The global evolution of the supramolecular phase at room 

temperature is very dependent on the nature of the underlying 

surface. On Ag(100), a full monolayer of hydrogen-bonded 

phase is transformed into a full monolayer of 2D-polymer 

within a timeframe of about 48h. On Ag(111), the molecules 

similarly react but a substantial part directly desorbs before 

reaction, so that the coverage of the final 2D polymer is lower 

than a monolayer.15, 41 On Au(111), the adsorption energy of 

BDBA molecules is lower and they all desorb without 

apparently reacting.15, 41 Annealing the pre-formed 

supramolecular 2D network leads in all cases to BDBA 

polymerisation but only restricted patches stuck to step edges 

remain on the surface. Indeed, at high temperature the majority 

of the molecules desorb from the surface. 

The initial formation of the hydrogen-bonded phase can be 

controlled by the deposition conditions.15 On Ag(100) the 

supramolecular phase can be obtained readily at room 

temperature, but to grow it on Au(111) or Ag(111) it is 

necessary to use a very low deposition flux, as low as about 

0.005 ML/min (corresponding to 1 ML in about 3 hours). In 

general, crystal growth is a non-equilibrium process. 

Nucleation rate and subsequent growth can be modified by two 

experimental parameters: the substrate temperature 

(determining the surface diffusivity through an Arrhenius 

activation term) and the deposition flux.48 To approach 

equilibrium growth conditions the flux of impinging species 

must be adjusted at values allowing adsorbed precursors to 

explore all possible sites and thus find the most favourable 

thermodynamic sites. Such situation can be obtained at very 

low deposition fluxes and this is the usual way to grow metals 

and semiconductors with good crystalline quality. In fact, the 

formation of hydrogen bonds represents the first step of the 

reaction pathway of BDBA, as calculated by DFT (Fig. 3). 

Remarkably, it is also the only exothermic step, so that the 

formation of the H-bonded phase is well described by 

thermodynamic equilibrium. Avoiding the initial formation of 

the supramolecular phase at room temperature can only be done 

using high deposition flux (of the order of about 0.1 ML/min). 

In such conditions, the system cannot relax to thermodynamic 

equilibrium, and the polymerisation takes place (kinetic 

limiting conditions). As expected from the complexity of the 

multi-step process of the polymerisation, such mechanism 

cannot be explained by first order reaction processes only, and 

higher order kinetics or nucleation effects are necessarily 

involved. In particular, entropic effects have been proposed for 

nucleation processes.44 Interestingly, with this system it is the 

thermodynamic phase (low deposition flux) which is 

metastable, while the kinetic phase (high deposition flux) is 

stable due to the irreversible character of its formation. 

 

BDBA polymer phase: quantitative characterisation and growth 

parameters 

The polymer phase of BDBA formed in UHV on a metal 

surface differs from the ideal honeycomb structure of Fig. 1 and 

presents always a substantial number of defects. Defects can 

arise from incomplete reaction steps, i.e. from non-reacted 

boronic acid moities or non-closed boroxine rings, or from the 

formation of closed but non-ideal polygonal pores.41, 49 Beside 

hexagonal pore shape expected from the symmetry of the 

boroxine ring, pentagonal and heptagonal pores are likewise 

formed (Fig. 6). Similar geometrical defects were found in 
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other covalently-linked systems of honeycomb symmetry.50-52 

DFT calculations showed that the creation of pentagonal or 

heptagonal defects can result from only slight geometrical 

distortions with respect to hexagonal pores, and that the 

enthalpies of formation for different polygonal pores from 

BDBA precursors are very close (within 10% difference, see 

Fig. 6)15. Other kinds of defects arise when the pores are not 

exactly closed, due to volume hindrance between molecules 

when the packing density increases. Because no epitaxial order 

was observed during polymer growth, the molecules 

(monomers) can adopt a large number of orientations, and ideal 

boroxine ring formation and effective polygonal pore closure 

are difficult to achieve on larger scale. 

 

 
Fig. 6. STM images of closed polygonal pores (pentagons to 

heptagons, up) and corresponding models from DFT 

calculations (bottom). The calculated enthalpies of formation 

per boroxine cycle are reported and vary only within ±10% 

between the different pore shapes. Adapted from Ref.41 and 

Ref.15, copyright (2011) American Physical Society. 

 

Due to the large number of defect types encountered in this 

system, quantitative characterisation of the network quality is a 

critical issue. In particular, it is important to classify the nature 

of the underlying metal substrate depending on its ability to 

promote the 2D-polymerisation in a well-ordered fashion. A 

degree of reaction advancement τR can be defined from STM 

images by manual counting of the number of intermolecular 

bonds formed and reporting it to the number of precursors 

involved. It was thus shown that Ag(111) and Ag(100) surfaces 

were the most efficient substrates (giving highest degree of 

reaction advancement), followed by Au(111), Cu(111) being 

the less efficient.15 Note that in all cases τR is limited by the 

non-equilibrium conditions. 

Another statistical method based on the minimal spanning tree 

(MST) approach developed by Dussert et al.53 was introduced 

to quantify the quality of the networks.15 The MST is obtained 

by building a spanning tree connecting the centres of mass of 

all pores within the network with the condition that no closed 

loop appears in the tree, and that the sum of the edge lengths 

(point-to-point distances) is minimum. The histogram of edge 

lengths used to build the MST is then computed to extract the 

average edge length m∗ and the corresponding standard 

deviation σ∗. After normalization these quantities are plotted in 

a (m, σ) diagram (Fig. 7). For an ideal hexagonal network σ =0, 

m =1.075. Upon gradual introduction of disorder, the (m, σ) 

data points plot on a line connecting (1.075, 0) (ideal 

hexagonal) and (0.662, 0.311) (random disorder, RD). 

 

 
Fig. 7. (m, σ) diagram of the minimal spanning tree (MST) 

statistical analyses for different BDBA polymer networks. Tc 

refers to the deposition flux (90°C=low flux, 110°C=high flux) 

and Ts refers to the substrate temperature during deposition. 

Adapted from Ref. 15, copyright (2011) American Physical 

Society. 

 

Improving the crystalline quality of the polymer phase can be 

achieved by exploring several parameters governing the 

growth. Beyond the deposition flux, the substrate temperature 

can be varied. Elevated substrate temperature favours the 

diffusion of molecules, the occurrence of contacts and linkages 

between them, but also favours their desorption from the 

surface. A temperature window has thus to be found that 

facilitates the reaction between molecules with minimal 

desorption. Although strong intermolecular bonds form 

between BDBA molecules, surface-molecule interactions 

cannot be ignored. Trials on different coinage metal surfaces 

showed that the polymerization process is significantly 

influenced by the underlying metal. Fig. 7 presents MST results 

obtained using various deposition fluxes and substrate 

temperatures on different surfaces.  It was thus confirmed that 

BDBA polymer growth on copper surface is more difficult than 

on silver or gold surfaces. Indeed, STM images obtained on 

Cu(111) showed that on that surface the mobility of BDBA 

molecules is very low and/or their reactivity is very high. The 

limited diffusion length explains the presence of a large number 

of nucleation centres on terraces at room temperature. Post-

annealing appeared nearly inefficient in pushing the reaction on 

this surface beyond the formation of individual boroxine 

trimers.15 The best polymers were obtained at high fluxes on 

both silver and gold. On these two surfaces the mobility of 
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BDBA molecules allows frequent and efficient contact between 

molecules at room temperature, while desorption remains low. 

Additionally, it is important to avoid prior formation of the 

supramolecular phase that severely limits the quality of the 

polymer. 

All defects formed during the growth process in UHV cannot 

be cured by post-annealing because of the irreversible character 

of the covalent bonding. In fact, the growth of an extended 

network is strongly limited by the prior formation of small 

oligomeric species as soon as few precursors start reacting. 

Their diffusivity is strongly reduced or completely stopped, and 

this prevents from the possibility of polymer grain ripening. A 

detailed description of the growth process of a covalent 

network (porous graphene) was reported by Bieri et al. 14, 

where it was shown that the growth is mostly governed by the 

ratio reactivity/diffusivity, whereby the precise reaction 

pathway over the metal surface considerably influences the 

efficiency of the covalent coupling. 

In short, optimum polymer growth was obtained when the 

deposition flux and the substrate temperature—which tunes the 

energetic terms for adsorption, diffusion, and reaction—can be 

adjusted to open some favourable window, if any, for the direct 

polymerization process. 

 

Tuning the reactivity by side functionalisation 

As described above (see Fig. 3), the dehydration reaction of 

boronic acid is governed by the Lewis acid activity of boron 

through the formation of the first transition state of the reaction 

mechanism. The reactivity of benzene-boronic acid is therefore 

strongly influenced by the ability of boron to accept an electron 

pair, which can be affected by the presence of substituent on the 

benzene ring. Such substituent effect is well described and 

depends on its inductive effect (donor or acceptor) and on its 

position.54-56 Ortho- and para-substituents are directly 

conjugated with the boronic acid group and possess therefore 

effective inductive effect, while the substituent in meta position 

is rather inactive. The inductive effect is outlined in the pKa 

value of the boronic acid.57 An inductive electron-withdrawing 

substituent increases the acidity of the acid (decreased pKa) and 

stabilises the conjugated base, which is the transition state of 

the dehydration reaction. Electron-withdrawing inductive effect 

thus tends to increase the reactivity. Note that such effect is 

similarly valid for the reverse reaction (hydrolysis of boroxine). 

As a consequence, in equilibrium conditions substituent 

induced reactivity changes are hardly predictable a priori.43 

However, in the irreversible (dry) conditions of on-surface 

reaction in UHV, an electron acceptor substituent can only 

increase the reactivity of boronic acid towards dehydration 

reaction. Also, the formation of intramolecular hydrogen bond 

between the boronic acid moiety and the substituent can further 

modify the reactivity. 

For benzene-1,4-diboronic acid, any substituent will be 

positioned simultaneously in meta for one boronic moiety and 

in ortho for the other boronic moiety. The reactivity of a series 

of substituted precursors was characterised under inert 

atmosphere by thermal analysis (thermogravimetric analysis, 

TGA, and differential scanning calorimetry, DSC)58, 59. For 

non-substituted BDBA, the boroxine formation is characterised 

by a mass loss of 36 g.mol-1 (corresponding to 2 water 

molecules per precursor) and a corresponding (endothermic) 

enthalpy of ~1eV occurring at a temperature of 210°C (see 

Table 1). The measure of the reaction temperature allowed 

classifying the effects of the different substituents. The 

precursors 2,5-dimethyl-1,4-benzenediboronic, 2,5-dihydroxy-

1,4-benzenediboronic and 2,3,5,6-tetramethyl-1,4-

benzenediboronic could not polymerise as they started to 

degrade before the reaction could occur. The reactivity of 2-

nitro-1,4-benzenediboronic acid and 2,5-dimethoxy-1,4-

benzenediboronic acid was enhanced and the temperature of 

polymerisation was measured at 150°C and 105°C, 

respectively. For 2-methyl-1,4-benzenediboronic acid, the 

reaction had its temperature lowered to 105°C but was limited 

to a mass loss of 18 g.mol-1 (1 water molecule per precursor) 

and to an enthalpy of 0.5 eV, thus indicating that only one of 

the two boronic acids reacted and formed boroxine trimers. 

Here the formation of an intramolecular hydrogen bond could 

be an additional factor modifying the reactivity of the 

asymmetric boronic groups. Nevertheless, on a metal surface, 

thanks to a modified reaction mechanism the methyl-BDBA 

precursor could form extended 2D networks. By contrast, the 

nitro-BDBA precursor could form only limited size oligomers 

on the surface due to its too high reactivity. The reactivity was 

thus found opposite in thermal analyses and in UHV-STM 

experiments. This discrepancy illustrates the strong catalytic 

activity of the substrate which modifies the reaction path and 

the importance of controlling the kinetics to create extended 2D 

polymers. 

 

 

 

Reaction 

temperature 

[°C] 

(TGA) 

Reaction 

enthalpy 

[eV] 

(DSC) 

Polymerisation 

on a metal 

surface 

BDBA 210 1.0 Extended 

nitro-BDBA 150 1.2 Limited 

dimethoxy-

BDBA 
105 1.1 N/A 

methyl-

BDBA 
105 0.5 Extended 

dihydroxy-

/dimethyl-

/tetramethyl-

BDBA 

No reaction observed 

(degradation) 
 

Table 1: Results from TGA/DSC thermal analyses for a series 

of functionalised benzene-diboronic acids (Adapted from 58, 59). 

 

 

 

Alternative chemistries 
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Besides the self-dehydratation reaction described above, 

alternative reactions involving boronic acids can also be used to 

create extended two-dimensional polymers. 

 

BORONIC ACID – DIOL ESTERIFICATION 

Boronic acids can react with diols to form a dioxaborole 

heterocycle. This was demonstrated with the system BDBA-

HHTP (hexahydroxy-triphenylene).21, 33, 49, 60 Here the growth 

control is delicate because the homopolymerisation of BDBA 

needs to be prohibited. Copolymerisation was accomplished by 

first saturating the surface with HHTP followed by co-

evaporation of the two molecules on a hot surface. In such 

conditions, the bi-molecular esterification reaction was 

preferred over self-dehydration reaction. The resulting network 

has a larger pore size (3 nm) as compared to the BDBA-only 

honeycomb network, as the unit cell comprises 2 HHTP and 3 

BDBA (see Fig. 8). 

 

 

Fig. 8. Covalent network obtained by copolymerisation of 

diboronic acid (BDBA) and a poly-diol (HHTP). Reprinted 

with permission from Ref.33. Copyright (2008) American 

Chemical Society. 

 

SEQUENTIAL LINKING 

Among the various chemical functions explored to create C-C 

bonds and covalent coupling on a surface, the Ullmann 

coupling reaction deserves special attention. It was 

demonstrated to be highly efficient for the formation of 

extended 1D polymers61-63 as well as some 2D-networks.14, 50, 

64-66 It consists in the homolytic rupture of an aryl-halogen bond 

followed by radical coupling to form a new C-C bond.67 The 

underlying metal surface has a decisive catalytic role in this 

reaction and stabilizes the otherwise highly reactive 

intermediate radicals.14, 16 The Ullmann coupling reaction is 

thermally activated on noble metal surfaces at temperatures of 

100 to 200°C. As the self-dehydration of boronic acid occurs at 

room temperature, a well-designed precursor bearing both a 

halogen atom and a boronic acid function can thus undergo 

sequential polymerisation. This was demonstrated with the 

compound 1-bromobenzene-4-boronic acid (Fig. 9).68 The 

boronic acid groups of the latter precursor deposited on a 

Au(111) surface at room temperature reacted to form boroxine 

trimers that self-assembled into an extended dense 

supramolecular network. Annealing this phase at a temperature 

of 250°C resulted in the activation of the radical coupling of the 

halogenated moities and in the formation of a 2D nanoporous 

polymer. Similar to the case of BDBA discussed above, the 

prior formation of a supramolecular phase was not favourable 

to the polymerisation reaction mechanism and resulted in 

incomplete reaction advancement. The number of monomers 

that effectively reacted through Ullmann coupling was limited 

to 88% and a large number of defects was observed; the 

formation of closed polygons represented only 40% of the 

whole surface covered by the polymer.68 To overcome this 

hurdle, the formation of the supramolecular phase was 

prevented by depositing the precursors on a surface kept at 

200°C. This resulted in a 2D polymer of high quality (Fig. 9) 

where the reaction advancement reached 95% and the surface 

fraction covered by regular closed polymers increased to 75%. 

The larger network size and the elongated shape of the pore 

walls (consisting in biphenyl as compared to single phenyl for 

BDBA network) allowed larger flexibility in the geometry of 

the pore. Beside majority of hexagonal, pentagonal and 

heptagonal pores, tetragonal and octagonal pore shapes were 

also observed. Interestingly, the pore shape distribution did not 

depend on the growth parameters as it was very similar for the 

room temperature deposited, post-annealed sample and for the 

high temperature deposited sample. In fact such pore shape 

distribution is very similar to what can be observed in other 

physical (Bénard-Marangoni convection cells, 2D soap froth), 

biological (epithelial cells) or even geological (the Giant’s 

Causeway) systems. There, an entropy-maximizing equilibrium 

model can adequately describe the pore distribution.69, 70 

 

 

Fig. 9. (a) Reaction scheme for the sequential polymerisation of 

1-bromobenzene-4-boronic acid (BBBA) through boronic acid 

self-dehydration followed by Ullmann radical coupling. 

(b) Distribution of the polygonal pore shape for room 

temperature post-annealed and hot substrate depositions. 

(c) STM image of the high quality 2D polymer obtained by hot 

substrate deposition. Adapted with permission from Ref.68. 

Copyright (2012) American Chemical Society. 
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The dual coupling strategy was similarly demonstrated with the 

molecule 3,5-dibromophenylboronic acid on a Ag(111) 

surface.71 In this case, the Ullmann coupling between boroxine 

trimers is twofold, what increases the reaction possibilities. 

Nevertheless, well-ordered networks could form, with a domain 

size limited however to ~20 nm. 

 

Conclusions and Outlooks 

Diboronic acid is a prototypical system revealing the complex 

mechanisms governing the growth of a 2D polymer. Important 

and decisive issues are the irreversibility of the reaction 

involving 3 reactants and the catalytic effect of the substrate. In 

UHV environment, the polymerised phase forms in kinetic 

conditions (high deposition flux) while thermodynamic 

conditions (low deposition flux) favour the formation of a 

metastable supramolecular phase.  

The relevance of this class of systems is already largely 

demonstrated by the achievement of various COFs with well-

controlled structure and functionality. Two recent issues 

described below highlight its high potential for a wide range of 

applications on a surface. 

 

2D POLYMER AS A TOOL FOR NANOLITHOGRAPHY 

An important characteristic of the BDBA polymer is its high 

thermal stability as it can withstand annealing temperatures up 

to 450°C. In a bottom-up strategy for surface nanostructuring, 

this 2D-polymer can be combined with a secondary self-

assembled system in a hierarchic process to transfer a specific 

pattern (see Fig. 10).72 As prototypical system, NaCl was 

deposited on a Ag(100) surface to produce well-defined square 

islands73. When deposited on such surface, BDBA adsorbed 

preferentially on the free parts of the metal surface, where its 

self-polymerisation reaction was activated. As a result, the 2D 

polymer was patterned through precise surrounding of the NaCl 

islands. Annealing at a temperature of 250°C selectively 

removed (desorbed) the NaCl islands while the polymer mask 

was kept intact. The latter was further used to selectively 

deposit additional material into the free parts of the patterned 

surface. This strategy is very similar to the traditional (hybrid) 

strategies for nanolithography74-76 but is exclusively based on 

self-assembly techniques. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 10. Schematics of the sequential strategy taking use of self-

assembly processes and of the high thermal resistance of 

boronic acid based 2D polymer in a lithography-mimicking 

sequence. On a Ag(100) surface, the mask is constituted by 

square-shaped NaCl islands and the polymer is formed from 

BDBA precursors. Bottom: STM images of BDBA polymer 

surrounding NaCl islands (left) and of the square-patterned 

BDBA polymer after annealing and NaCl evaporation (right). 

Adapted with permission from Ref. 72, copyright (2012) Wiley-

VCH Verlag GmbH& Co. KGaA, Weinheim. 

 

CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM CONDITIONS 

Due to the highly dilute character of UHV environment and the 

strict confinement to the surface, the growth of boronic acid 

based covalent network is limited by the irreversible character 

of the dehydration reaction. As a result, the 2D polymer phase 

represents the kinetic limiting phase. Recently, two different 

groups demonstrated the formation of perfectly ordered, 

extended covalent networks from benzene-diboronic acid or 

equivalent derivatives (Fig. 11).77-79 To achieve thermodynamic 

equilibrium of the dehydration reaction, the system acid 

boronic on surface was annealed in a sealed reactor in the 

presence of partial water pressure in atmospheric conditions. 

Water was introduced directly77, 79 or in the form of 

CuSO4·5H2O.78 As a result, crystalline networks could form 

and be imaged by STM in ambient conditions. Note that the 

ambient moisture degrades the layer in a few days, but the 

annealing procedure can reversibly heal the network and make 

it recover its crystallinity. 

 

 

Fig. 11. STM images of the prefect honeycomb network grown 

from biphenyl-diboronic acid in chemical equilibrium 

conditions (annealed in the presence of water pressure). 

Adapted from Ref. 78. 

 

In addition, these works demonstrated the flexibility of network 

formation by use of various precursors where the core unit in-

between the two boronic acid moities were varied using carbon-
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only groups (bi-, ter- or quarter-phenyl or pyrene).78, 79 In such 

cases, hexagonal pores of different sizes were formed, 

depending on the precursor length, while the reactivity and the 

polymerisation mechanism of the boronic acid were preserved. 
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